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Fluitek Orsenigo valves expands 

More employees and an acquisition in Friuli 
From 45 to 65 employees in Costa di Mezzate and they look for other highly 

specialized engineers: «But it is not easy». Their production extends from Oil& Gas  

to power: Friulco activities were taken over in Udine  

A slap to the crisis. This is what Fluitek Orsenigo Valves in Costa di Mezzate has done with an 

increase in its staff of about 50% in less than two years (and it is still growing) and « an estimated 

turnover of 28 million Euro for this year in comparison to 11,7 million Euro in 2011», as clarifies 

Giulio Barletta, Sales Manager. 

«Our production is basically focused on highly engineered ball valves for petrochemical industry- 

he clarifies. It has to do with top-of-the-line products, used in high temperatures and pressures, 

subsea and sour applications. Our key accounts are major engineering companies (EPC’s) that 

realize turn key plants for important Oil & Gas companies (Exxon, Shell, Total, ENI), which are 

then our end users». Undoubtedly, this production falls within the valves sector, which is «really 

active here, near Bergamo, - he underlines- and it is concentrated, in Italy, near Varese district and 

in South Milan». 

Povoletto transaction 

In these days the company in Costa di Mezzate has acquired all the activities of Friulco Spa of 

Povoletto (in the District of Udine), «which is also specialized in the valves production, but for the 

power and energy sector; for example, they are used in wind and power plants where they are 

working under severe parameters, at high temperatures and pressures».  

The Friulan company was declared bankrupt by the Court of Udine on 2th April. Activity, logo and 

the first 20 employees (they were more than 100) passed to Fluitek with the aim to recover 

production capacities and development. Partners of this take over are the finance company Friulia, 

which will join Fluitek with 30%, and the Banca Popolare di Cividale that gave the financial 

support. «20 employees of the company- clarifies the manager of Fluitek- are no more in temporary 

lay-off (there should be more than 50 employees with the start of the activities) and have joined the 

other 65 workers here in Costa di Mezzate». 

In 2010 the number of employees was 45. In the last year 8 engineers joined the staff and the 

company is looking for new skillful employees. «We are searching for newskilled personnel- says 

Barletta- with extensive experienceat engineering, assembling and testing. Our historical core 

competence is definitely on high end market position, pursuing a niche segment. This is the reason 
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why all our organization, from floor to salesdepartment, has to be of high level expertise». Finding 

10-15 additional highly specialized workers is not an easy job. 

Friulco is still receiving the first orders and Fluitek management hope that the same path, that 

broughttwo years ago the company in Costa di Mezzate(passing through an arrangement with 

creditors) into the Sices Group (which owns now 50% of the share capital, whereas the other part 

belongs to institutional investors), ruled by the entrepreneur, Alberto Ribolla, who is also the 

Chairman of Fluitek. 

Complementary production 

«Friulco products and its relevant market perfectly complete those of Fluitek Orsenigo Valves and 

show very strong opportunities of synergy with our group in the future», says Ribolla. 

«Sices Group- explains Barletta- actsin the field of high end heat exchangers, pressure vessels and 

boilers and joined our company, giving further incentives and development to our managerial 

activities». All this has really happened with a two-digit growth in staff and turnover «that for 95% 

comes from export. Our most rewarding markets are United Arab Emirates, Brazil and China. In 

fact, among our most important end users there is Petro China, the world leading oil producer». 

To maintain a leadership in the market arena, you have to fight. «However, we have chosen a high 

end niche segment, widely using design and first-rate as well as very exotic materials. Our products 

are highly engineered, taylor-made, accordingly to customers’ specifications. This under very 

severe parameters that have brought Fluitek in the vendor list of the world leading customers. This 

is due to the fact that our production is strictly tested and inspected. For example, in the next few 

days Total auditors will come in our company for a plant audit. We really invest in research and 

development, a milestone of our activity, a fundamental condition if you want to survive». And for 

what concerns Fluitek, this happens very well. 

 


